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•Integrated growth, fabrication and device effort towards
manufacturable solutions to nanotechnology.

•Develop fundamentally new ways of growing and fabricating
nanotechnology building blocks that are integrable, printable, and
manufacturable.
•Release and transfer solar cell, LED, laser, FET membranes.
•Large area assembly of nanowires, nanotubes, quantum dashes.
•Efficient 2D to 3D pattern conversion for energy harvesting and storage.
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•To realize transfer-printable III-V semiconductor multistack
solar cell and FET structures for cost effective, high
performance devices on inexpensive or flexible substrates.
•To achieve transfer-printable, defect-free, large-area aligned
and positioned III-V nanowires for integrable nanoelectronic
and nanophotonic applications.
•To pursue transfer-printable, ordered, III-V micro- and
nanotube arrays formed by a strain induced self-rolling
mechanism for nano-resonators.
•To explore metal-assisted etching to produce nanoscale 3D
porous and solid silicon nanostructures for energy conversion
(solar cell and thermoelectric) and storage (battery) applications.

•Unconventional MOCVD
growth and novel fabrication of
device quality, integrable
heterojunction membranes,
nanowire, and nanotube arrays. 

Nano-patterning Nanomaterials

Heterogeneous 
Integration

•Uniformity in the MOCVD grown vertical multistack.
•Manufacturable nanowire and nanotube based devices
•Integration with silicon and other inexpensive substrates.

•Cost effective, high performance solar cells
•Manufacturable III-V nanowire FET integrated on silicon.
•Fundamentally new concept for nanolasers.
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Printed GaAs/AlGaAs Optoelectronic Devices
via Multilayer Transfer Printing (w Rogers’ group)
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•S.A. Fortuna, J. Wen, I.S. Chun, and X. Li, “Planar GaAs Nanowires on GaAs (100) Substrates: 
Self-Aligned, Nearly Twin-Defect Free, and Transfer-Printable”, Nano Letters (2008).

GaAs planar nanowire growth, transfer-printing and devices

InGaAs-GaAs micro and nanotube growth, transfer-
printing and optically-pumped devices

3D nano-patterning of silicon (w Fang and Ferreira’ s groups)

Intensity Enhancement

•I.S. Chun, and X. Li, “Controlled assembly and dispersion of strain-
induced InGaAs/GaAs Nanotubes”, IEEE Nano (2008).

Ferreira and Fang Groups
Electrochemical nano-patterning
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Heterogeneous integration

Periodic twinning superlattice
through carbon doping
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